ABOUT THE BOOK
We are all different. But together we colour our world amazing.
Using the rainbow as a metaphor for our diversity and uniqueness, Indigenous author Ezekiel Kwaymullina joins forces with award-winning illustrator Moira Court in this gorgeous new picture book. Luminous screen prints and evocative prose celebrate every individual colour as well as the power of their combination.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ezekiel Kwaymullina is from the Palyku people of the Pilbara region of Western Australia. He is the author of several picture books, including We All Sleep (2015), Dreamers (2014) and My Country (2011), all illustrated by Sally Morgan.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Moira Court is an artist and illustrator who loves to paint and draw animals. Her work is inspired by nature, conservation, folklore and folk art.

NOTES
• Who doesn’t love a rainbow? This is a fun and beautiful way to teach our kids diversity and an acceptance of each individual’s uniqueness.

• Both authors have had picture books on the Children’s Book Council of Australia’s Notable Book list. This latest title will be popular with media outlets like Reading Matters, Child Magazines, Offspring Magazine and Practical Parenting.

• Kwaymullina’s popular We All Sleep (with Sally Morgan) has just been released as a paperback.

PRAISE FOR THE AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR
‘a book every Aussie child should read.’ Sunday Times
‘visually striking with bold, colourful endearing illustrations; the rhymed text is perfect for reading aloud’ Magpies
‘The real strength of the book ... is Court’s unconventional and highly original illustrative style.’ Canberra’s Child